SKILLS FOR PROBLEM SOLVING
Pre-Intermediate – Finding Ideas & Information

A. In a week, it’s your mom’s
B. In a month, your friend
C. In three weeks, your friend
birthday. Your dad doesn’t
Stefan’s cousin is opening
Leo’s e-pal, Pablo, is visiting
know what to do for the
a cool new coffee shop.
from Spain. He’s travelling
celebration. He’s planning to
He wants to attract lots of
with his family, but he’s only
take your her out for a burger
local teenagers to come.
coming to Leo’s home town for
and milkshakes, ‘just like
Stefan says that his cousin
one day. Leo says he wants
the old days’. Help your dad
makes great coffee and
the day to be really special
plan something different so
delicious cakes, but he
and really wants Pablo to have
that your mom’s birthday is
doesn’t know much about
fun, but he’s not sure about
really special. His budget is
teenagers. You and Stefan
good places and interesting
100 euros. Go online or use
decide to organise a great
things to do and see. Pablo is
other resources to find ideas
café opening. You know
quite sporty and likes music,
for a present and/or a small
you can make it an opening
but Leo doesn’t know what he
celebration and information
party to remember. Stefan’s
likes to eat or do in his free
on each of your options.
cousin has a budget of 500
time. Leo’s mom says he can
euros. Go online or use other
have 100 euros for the day
resources to find ideas for the
for the two of them. Pablo is
opening party and information
staying until the evening. Go
on each of your options.
online or use other resources
to find ideas for Leo and Pablo
to do together and information
on each of your options.
Reflection Point
When you organise an event, it’s important to think of or find different ideas and then information about
each one. This information can help you make a better and more informed decision.
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